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TtHEC pr-eliminiary ieport, by Dr. J. B. Orr, on the result
cf the 1926-27 investigatioii inito the feeding of a lar ge
inlnber of school children wvas lpublished in the British
Mledlical Jouinial, January 28tlh, 1928 (p. 140).
The concllusions which miglit be drawvn from that worlk

apl)eared to thle committee in clharge of the test to be
so initeresting and important that it w'as decided to conI-
tiilue the investigation over a fur ther period of equal

lengthi. That has been donie, antd tlhe l)resellt repoOrt*
deals wwith this period of the repeated test-namiclv,
Novemiiber, 1927,- to Jtine, 1928.
The seveni cenitr-es at wihiCh tlie investigation was carried

out wve1e-r Peterliead, Aberdeen, Duniidee, Edinburgh,
C lasgow, Gr-eeonock, and Belfast. The0 -iillnuber of chiildren
involved was 1,425. At each plaoe four groups of children
were1C seletcted, aId each grouip treated differently. One
gr-oup received( whlole lilkl., anotlher separated milk, a thlii d
a biscuit nation of the caloric value of the separated milk,
while a four-tlh acted as controls, receiving lnothing.

Tile childleii of 13 to 14 years received 1 pint of milk dailv.The childrien of 9 to 10 year-s received 1 pinit of milk d3aily.
The childreni of 6 to 7 years received tlhiee-quarters of a pilnt

of imilk daily.
All tlie lmillk wvas givcn at tlie selsools ucnder suLpervisioni.

'T'lec wlhole miiilk n-as pasteuriiecl, except at Peterhe.ad and(I
Aberdeen, whliere it was " certified." The separated miiilk
n-as machina3-skimmed.

Samiiples of all the miilk given w-ere takeni miiontlhly and

seat to tle Rowett Researell Inistitute, n-h£re they wiero
analysed. These analyses slhow that the average fat per-
(ceitage of the whliole mnilk was 3.85, and that of tile

c paratcdl -milli 0.33.

Mllea.sn s-e i7i cn ts.
The measUremients were all donie by onie of uIs (MI. L. C.),

and were done four times everywhee, except at Belfast
ivlieie tlhevy were donte thlee timiies. As in the 1927
test the childreni were all weiglhed and mneasur ed in
indloor garmiients alnd without shloes. This y-ear the lheighllts
wvereC eecorded to the nearcst eightls of an inch an-
the weights to the ncarest quarter of a pouind. To obtaini
a fairly accurate arerage increase in w-eight a careful record
w.. macde at each weighing of every article of clothing
woI1Mn bv the clhild, and fromii these re£cord1.s the average
weight of clothlinig. for bov- or girl wa-s calculated. The
difference between the initial (winter) aind finlal (sullmmer)
wrcight of clotlhing was tlheni. addled to the final gross weight.
I n Belfast, in tlhree sclools, the children were wciglhed in
oni- garniont only, and the difference between winter and
ssmmner weights was, therefore, the exact increase made
b? the child.
To obviate fluctuation.s as far as possible the w cighlts

anid lheights were taken at tlie same lhoulr of the day on

cav-h occasioni, this bein-g in the case of clhildren r-ecelving
milk before the miiilk was drunk. As fal as possible tlhe

schools wes-e visited in the same rotation in order that the
period between initial and final weights and heights might
be identical. On each visit an accurate liecord was ch-
tainmed for each child of all absences and illnesses. Tlhui-sthle exact amiiount of supplementary feeding was known.
Ally child who lhad mllissed 25 l)pe cent. of fee(ds, or slhowediotlher abnormuality, was excluided wlhen calculating thieresults. The number so cxcluded was 268.

Special Conditionis of tHec 1iretigtioo.
In consideling the results of this investigatiois the follow-

inig points should he borne in mind. The number ofchildren involved was very large, iio fewer than- 1,1.37
heing available for the measurements from whiclh the tab!,s
nre compiled. These cllildren vere divided among seven
centres of population, in whliclh the test was conducted
simiultaneously. Their ag. s ranged from 5 to 13 years,
including the beginning, the middle, and the end of theirordiniary school life. All the children in the six Scottish
centres were living in the ordinary conditions of Scottish
vorking-class homes, and eceived the ordinary diet of
such homes. The milk and biscuit given to them at the
schlools were therefore in the nature of a supplemenlary
ration to their homle food. The results, consequently, mllu,stlie regarded as thle effect of the additionl of definite
quantities of milk to the avcriage home diet of children
of school age li.ving in ordiniary working-class conditions in
ilndustrial centres. It would appear to be justifiable to
inifer that the same results, Wlhatever they may he, wouldl
apply to the whole school population living thleir ordinary
life. Those conditions, from the standpoinit of a nuitritional
iiivestigation, are, of course, very complicated, butt thIiis
test was so devised a.s to brinig out any signiifican1t
lifferences w-lhicih migLi t arise wl ithlini thle limllits laid

dowi-n.
The following thiree tables show the total results of tlie

inv-estigation.

TAB1.E I.-1928-Icr?Cease: A!ihl 5(US Non-niilkm Grou(ps a7id
Percentarees.

13-year GrouLpsMilk . ... ... ...
Non-milk ... ...

9- car Groups:
milk . ... ... ...
Naon-milk ... ...

6-year Grotups:Milk ... ... ... ...

Non-milk.

All Age Groups:
Milk .. ... ...

Non-milk ... ...

127 increases (Scotland-all
ages):
Milk ... ... ... ...
Non-milk ... ... ...

No. of
Cluil 1rei.

137
133

188
212

242
245

567
590

551
731

IheightIncreace.

1.4699 in.
1.1908 .

- C.2791 ins.
or 23.44%
1.394,in.
1 10E8 ,

+ t.2875 in.

or 25.98%
1.5021 in.
1.2. 98

= + 0 2623 in.
or 21.16%
1.'585 in.
1.1810 ,

+0.2775 in.

or 23.50%

1.470 in.
1.212 ,

+ 0.238 in.

or 21.39%

Weight
Increase.

5.6387 11).
4.2368

= + 1.4019 lb.

cr 33.C4%
3.4-03 lb.
2.0495,,

= + 1 3707 lb.

cr 66.t8%
2.&531 lb.
1.8531

=4f 0.68C0 lb..

or 36.70%
3.5776 lb.
2.4610 ,,

=+1 1163 lb.

or 15.37%

3.617 lb.
2.9 4

+C.643 lb.

or 21.62%

Fromil thlis table it is seen thlat, takinlg all the ages comn-
lbined of the 1,157 clhildren and dividing them into milk-
fed groups and 11o0n-milk-fed groups, tlheire is ani average
increase in lieiglit of 23.5 per cent., and ill weighlt of
45.37 pe cenit., in favour of the milk-fed gioiups over tlie
iion-imilk-fed groutps.

It is alsa seeni that thlese ilnlreases are greater ini tllis
second anid repeated testhliani they were i-n the first (1927)
test.

.i ; 94T TECA nv A .3L MICXDCAL J0URNaL

IOwvi-ng to the deatlh of Dr. L. Cruiclhsbank and to the absence of Dr.
J. T.. O(ir abroad, it was decide(d to )lace the organization of the secon(d
inv-stigation in the lharnds of Dr. Gerald Leighton, Mledical, Officer ofFow ls, Scottislh Board of Healtli. This also enabled the Board's wvicleknsowledge of the nuitrition of schlool children and tlle implications of
such in connexion with public liealthi to be more readily utilized.
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TABLE 1IL-1928-Increases ina Age Groups.

No. of Height Weight
Children. Increase. Increase.

13-year Groups:
Whole mnilk .. .. 68 1.4-540 in. 5~V b
Separated inilk .... 69 1.4855 5.7101
Biscuits .. -. 67 1.1194 4.4179
Controls.. ...... 65 1.-2633, 4.0530

270

9-year GrouLps:
Whole milk .. .. 105 1.4238 in. 3.5333 lb.
Separated milk .. . 83 1.3569 3.25,71
Biscuits .. .. .. 101 1.1077 ,, 2.0396.
Controls...III 1.1059 2.0586

4CO

6-year Groups:
Whole milk .. .. 121 1.5FB9 in. 2.7107 lb.
Separated milk .. 121 1.4452 ,, 2.3554
Biscuits . 115 1.24244, 2.1F09
Controls... .. 130 1.2375 ,, 1.5808

487

Total number ... 1157

This table shows the increase in heighit and weight in all
the age groups, with the number of children in e'ach
group. In every case the milk-fed chlildreni are ahead of
the " biscuit" aad " control " grouLps. The greatest
increase in hecight is in the 6-year-old milk-fed group. The
greatest increase iin weight is in the 13-year-old separ-ated
milk group. The difference betweenI the " biscuit " grouip
and the " controls " is burt slighit, except that the 13-year-
old controls did better in height but ilot so well in weighit.

In the 6-year~-old group tile" biscuit" group is better in

weight than the "' conitrols."
These famiiliar with the maniner in wmhich statistics of

this kind ar-e worked out w"ill be aware. thiat, in or-der
that the differenece between two groups and figures miay
'be regarded as signlificanlt," that differenc,e must be at

leaist tliree timies as great as the " probable' error." The

results in thiis -table are' calculated on that basis.

tn Table III ther-e is set forth the miean increase in

pouinds and inches (that is, for weight and height)~in each

group at each age, together withi the probable error

in-volved. and the significance or otherwise of the differences.

Other Observa'tions.
In addition to tile foregoing statistical observationi-,

tw-o other, lines were adopted which cannot be stated in

figures.
Dr. C. A. Douglas examined all the children clinically

when thley were imeasured. Her report states tha-t in

practically every case it was noted that the children

receiving milk showed, even whe-re there was obviously poor

nmaternal care, that sleekness peculiar to a well-nourished

an.imal. Their hair had a glossy and bright appearancee.
Their nails were smooth, resilient, and looked as if polished.
General alertness was common to all the children fed on

milk. No difference could be detected with regard to these

points between the, childr-en receiving milk irrespective of

the kinld of milk. It was gathered from teachers and

janiitors that the children reoQiviing milk were miuch
morec alert and very mi-uch miore boisterous and difficult to

coiitirol than the othiers. This latter fact was only t-oo
evident when tiley wvere waitinig in smiall groups to be

weighed."

TAIBLE IMI-1928 Nutrition Test.
___________________________________ A.-13 Years: Weights (Increases iniPounds).

Increase Increas ifrne Probable Rsl.RmrsI. II. ~~~~~~~~Error.
Whole milk (68) v. Separated milk (69) ... 5.5662 5.7101 -0.1439 0.2979 -0.483 Insignificant.

v. Biscuiits (67) ... ,,4.4179 +1.1483 0.3080 +3.728 Signiticantly better.
v. Controls (63) ... ..4.0530 + 1.5132 0.5816 +5.374 ,

Separated milk (69) v. Biscuits (07 ... 5.7101 4.4179 + 1.2922 0.3100 + 3.801 ,
~v. Coutrols (66) ... 4.417 4.053 +1.6571 0.3258 +51.2039)uiiaaBiscuit (67) v. Conitrols (66) ... 4.414053 +01.657 0.3263 +5.1239 In;gi,cn

B.-Heights (Increases in Inches).

Whole milk (68) v. Separated milk (69) ... 1.4540 1.485:5 -0.0315 O.C424 - 0.743 Insignificant.v. Biscuits (67).. 11 0.46 003 773 Sgicnlbetrv. Controls (63) ~~1.2633 +0.1907 (10444 +4.295 to,Separated milk (C9) v. Biscuits (67) 1.4855 1.1191 +0.3661 0.045 8.0ii of t

Biscuits (67) v. Colitrols (66) ... 1 1191 -0.1439 0.0472 +8.049 Significantly worse.

C.-9 Years~Weights (Increases in P( unds).

Whole milk (105) v. Feparafed milk (83).. 3.5333 3.2771 ±0.2562 0.1468 + 1.745 Insignificant.
v. Biscuits 1101) .. ,2.0396 +1.4937 0.1314 +11.114 Significantly better.
v. Controls (ill ) ... ..2.0586 +1.4747 0.1360 +1 .843 ,Separated milk (83) v. -Biscuits (101) ... 3.2771 2.0396 +1 2375 0.1403 +8.820 ,
v. Controls (11 . ,2.0586 +1.2185 0.1419 +8.587 toBiscuits (101) v. Controls (111) ~~2.0336 ,,-0.0190 0.1290 -0.147 Isgnificant.

D.-Heights (Increases in Inches).

Whole milk (105) v. 'Separated milk (83) ... 1.4238 1.3569 +0.0669 0.0261 +2.163 Not quiite significant.v. Biscuits (101) ... ,, 1.1077 + 0.3161 0.0281 + 1 .249 Significantly better.,v. Controls (111) .... to 1.1059 +0.3179 0.0263 +12.067 ,
Separated milk (83) v. Biscuits (101) ... 1.3569 1.1077 +0.2492 0.0237 +10.515 ,

v. Controls ('11) ..
9 1.1059 +0.2510 0.0215 +11.674Biscuits (101) v. Controls (111) .. 1.1017 ., +0.0918 0.0239 +0 075 Insignificant.
E.-6 Years:- Weights (Increases in Pounds).

WVhole milk (121) v. 'Sepfirated milk (121). 2.7107 2.'554 +0.3553 0.1112 +3 195 Significantly be"tter.v. Biscuits (115) ... ,,2.1609 +0.5498 0.1020 + F.39)v. Controls (130) ..1.508 1.1 99 0. 031 +10.959Se-parateclmilk(121) v."Biscuits (1151 2.3554 2.1609 +0.191 i 0.1055 +1.844 ln:igniflcant.v. Controls (130) ... ,,1.5808 +0.7743 0.1C66 +7.266 Significantly het5'er.Biscuits (15) v ~Controls (130) ... 2.1 -_C9 +0.5801 0.0969 +5987 ,

F. - Heights (Increases in Tnches).

Whole milk (121) sv. Separa-ted milk O191) .. 1.5589
v. B scuits (115) ...
v. Controls (130) .

Separated milkMl2) v. Biscuits u.1 .. 1.4452
v. Controls (130) ...

Biscuits (115) V2. Contr'ols. (130) ... 1.2424

1.4452 -+0.1137
1.2424 +0.3165
1.2315 +0.3214
1.2424 +0.2018
1.2375 +0.2077

't +0.0049

0.0250

0.0243

0.0250
0.0221

0.02 ~,8
0.0221:

+4.518
+ 13.025

+i2.856
+9.476
+ 9.110

+0.222

Significantly better.

Insignificant.
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Dr. G. W. Simpson made a different observation. He
asked the headmasters to parade the children in their
respective groups, he himself being unaware which group
was milk-fed or otherwise. From this general survey he
placed tile groups in order of apparent standard of
nutrition. Of five examinations thus made he found that
first places of nutritional standard were accorded to three
wlhole milk and two separated milk groups. Second places
were accorded to two whole milk and tlhree separated milk
groups. Third places were accorded to all five biscuit
groups, anid fourth places to all five control groups. " The
differ-ence in nutrition between groups receiving milk and
not receiving iniilk was plainly evident. No great difference
was noticed between the whole milk and separated milk
ggroups." A sixth examination did not correspond with
the other five, but in this case the best nourished children
had beeni selected as controls, wliile those apparently
needing the milk most were put into the milk groups. The
desired conditions for observation were thus not fulfilled.

A Test Reversed.
One Very interestinig result came out in this repeated

investigationi. In order to ascertain what would occur
tw-o of the previouis feeding groups were reversed. A group

-hich in the first iilivestigation received separated milk
niow received biscuit. Another group whlich in the first
investiration were " colntrols " niow received whole milk.
The general result in both cases was that -tlhey changed
places, the former milk grLoup niow receiving biscuit fell
to biscuit standard, wlhile the former " control " group

now receiving milk rose to the milk standard. Table IV
shows the detailed results of this reversed test.

TABLE IV.-Groyps Reversed.

Average Increase Avera,g-. Tncrease
in Height (inches). in Weight (lb.).

II I
1927. 1928. 1927. 1928.

GLASGOW.
5-year-old children:

Separated milk, 1927; b'scuits, 1.500 1.351 2.407 2.212
1928

Biscuits, 1927; separated milk, 1.101 1.454 2.234 2.237
1928

8-year-old children:
Separated milk, 1927; biscuits, 1.297 1.213 3.471 2.0631928'
Biscuits, 1927; separated milk, 1.089 1.333 2.266 3.207
1923

GREENOCK.
5-year-old children:

WN"hole milk. 1927; controls, 1928 1.543 1.163 1.994 1 875
Controls, 1927; whole milk, 1928 1.470 1.479 1.595 2.639

The following table shows similar details for the other
areas (groups iiot reversed).

TABLE IVA.-GroVps Contitnu11ed.

Average Tncrease Average Increase
in Height (inches). in Weight (lb.).

197. 1928. 1927. 1928.

PETERHEAD.
5-year-old children:

Whole mnilk 1.550 1.381 2.741 2.569
Separated milk ... . ... 1.5R8 1.356 2.983 2.576
Biscuits.1 ... ... ... 392 1.270 1.973 2.188
Controls . ... ... 1.425 1.311 1.773 2.048

DUNDEE.
8-yesr-old children:W3hole milk ... ... ... ... 1.105 1.197 2.556 3.205

Separated milk ... ... ... 29 1.3X7 2.659 3V0 0
Biscuits ... ... ... ... 0.93t 1 054 2.404 2.738
Controls ... ... ... ... .72 1.156 2.433 1.911

EDINBURGH.
8-yeai-old children:

Whole milk.... ... ... 1.483 1.429 3.330 4.057
Separated milk ... ... ... 1.457 1.383 3.938 3.531}Biscuits ... ... ... ... 1.283 1.031 2.972 1.659Controls ... ... 1.224 1.100 2.132 2.438

GREENOCK.
5-yenr-old children:

Separated; milk .... 1.625 1.443 1.969 2 243
Biscuits. ... ... 1.455 1.131 1.200 2.050

Conclusions.
As the result of this repeated investigation (1927-28), it

may be said at once that the tentative conclusions drawn
by Dr. J. B. Orr from the first investigation were more
than justified.
The great value of an additional milk ration to tllat

already taken at home is clearly demonstrated for all ages
of school children.
In the repeated test the average increase in height in

the milk-fed groups in all ages combinied is actually 1.21
per cent. more than in the first test. TIle average increase
in weight in the milk-fed groups in all ages combined is no
less than 3.75 per cent. more than in the first test. Not
only have the same milk-fed children benefited again, but
they have done so to a greater extent than before. Their
iniitial improvemient has continued over thie second year.
Once more the value of separated milk for children of

school age is shown. In most groups the difference in
height and weight between the whole milk and separated
milk groups is not "significant," but in the six-year-old
group whole milk is "significantly " better than separated
for both weight and height. In every case the whole milk
and separated milk groups are better than the " biscuit"
or the " controls." In this repeated test tile difference
between the " biscuit" and the " controls " is usually
" insignificant "; tlle effect of the extra biscuit appears
almost negligible. The improvement of the milk-fed groups
in general llealth and appearance is clbarly brought out in
the reports of Dr. C. A. Douglas and Dr. G.- W. Simpson.
Many of the teachers have recorded similar opinions.
When these results are conisidered, along with those

published by Dr. Corry Mann in this country and those of
observers in other countries, the only conclusion possible is
that they have a wide public health significance, especially
with the nutrition of school children.
" In 1903, when the Royal Commission on Physical

Training (Scotland) issued their report, two things became
clear: first, that medical examination and superintendenice
were essential conditions -of any system of pliysical educa-
tion; second, that in the end the fundamental problem. is
one of nutrition. . . . When every preventable ailment
is prevented, and every serious disease treated to its finish,
the new battalions of children cominig forward lhave to be
superintended from the nutritional standpoint." (Sir
Leslie Mackenzie.) The two reports of this investigation
fully substanitiate these views.

Committee of lInvestigation.
The investigation was conducted under the direction of a

committee appointed by the Scottish Board of Health withi
Sir Leslie Mackenzie as chairman. The members con-
sisted of the school medical officers for the cities and towns
wliere the work was carried out.
We desire to thank Dr. J. F. Tocher, Aberdeen, and

Mr. J. S. Thomson, Rowett Research Institute, for advice
and help on the statistical side of this investigation.
The results of the investigation have also been submitted

from time to time to Professor A. P. Catheart, chairman of
the Nutrition Committee of the Medical Research Council.
The cost of the investigation was defrayed by a grant

made by the Empire Marketing Board to the Rowett
Research Institute, Aberdeen.

THE seventh issue of the Medical and Scientific Archives
of thle Adelaide Hospital contains records of various cases of
general interest, and a tabulation of certain lesions found during
the course of 1,000 necropsies performed between 1920 and
1925. In this survey the conditions dealt with include diseases
of the vascular system, the digestive system, the female
generative tract, and the ductless glands; in the Archiles
of the previous year data were given for all neoplasms. The
hope is expressed that the material thus tabulated will prove
of value to those engaged in research work who require refer-
ences to the occurrence of peculiar lesions. Any particular case
can be followed up, fuller details being obtainable on applica-
tion to the registrars at the Adelaide Hospital. It is sug-
gested that unexpected associations between various lesions
may be brought out in this way, and that if similar
statistics were to be made at large-hospitals throughout the
world a very important mass of information would be made
availAile.
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THE LANARKSHIRE MILK EXPERIMENT. 
BY"STUDENT." 

INthe spring of 1930 * a nutritional experiment on a very large scale was carried 
out in the schools of Lanarkshire. 

For four months 10,000 school children received pint of milk per day, 5000 of 
these got raw milk and 5,000 pasteurised milk, in both cases Grade A (Tuberculin 
tested); another 10,000 children were selected as controls and the whole 20,000 
children were weighed and their height was measured at  the beginning and end of 
the experiment. 

I t  need hardly be said that to ca,rry out an experiment of this magnitude success- 
fully requires organisation of no mean order and the whole business of distribution 
of milk and of measurement of gro\rth reflects great credit on all those concerned. 

I t  may therefore seeui nngracious to be wise after the event and to suggest that 
had the arrangement of the experiment been slightly different the results would 
have carried greater weight, but what follows is written not; so much in criticism of 
what was done in 1930 as in the hope that in any further work full advantage may ' 

be taken of the light which may be thrown on the best methods of arrangement by 
the defects as well as by the merits of the Lanarkshire experiment. 

The 20,000 children were chosen in 67 schools, not more than 400 nor less than 
200 being chosen in any one school, and of these half were assigned as "feeders " 
and half as "controls," some schools were provided with raw milk and the others 
with pasteurised milk, no school getting both. 

This was probably necessary for administrative reasons, owing to the difficulty 
of being sure that each of as many as 200 children gets the right kind of milk every 
day if there mere a possibility of their getting either of the two. Nevertheless, as 
I shall point out later, this does introduce the possibility that the raw and pasteurised 
milks were tested on groups of children which were not strictly comparable. 

Secondly, the selection of the children was left to the Head Teacher of the school 
and was made on the principle that both "controls " and "feeders" should be 
representative of the average children be twee~ 5 and 12 years of age: the actual 
method of selection being important I quote from Drs Leighton and McKinlay's* 
Report: "The teachers selected the tiwo classes of pupils, those getting milk and 
those acting as "controls," in two different ways. In  certain cases they selected them 
by ballot and in others on an alphabetical system." So far so good, but after invoking 

* Department of Health for Scotland. Milk  Cons?ivtption and the Growth of Schoolchildren. B y  Dr 
Gerald Leighton and Dr Peter L. McKinlay. (Edinburgh and London: E.M. Stationery Office, 1930.) 



the goddess of chance they unfortunately wavered in their adherence to her for we 
read : 'I In  any particular ichool where there was any group to which these methods 
had given an undue proportion of well fed or ill nourished children, others were 
substituted in order to obtain a more level selection." Thiais just the sort of after-
thought that most of us have now and again and which is apt to spoil the best laid 
plans. In this case i t  was a fatal mistake, for in consequence the controls were, as 
pointed out in the Report*, definitely superior both in weight and height to the 
"feeders" by an amount equivalent to about 3 months' growth in weight and 
4 months' growth in height. 

Presumably this discrimination in height and weight was not made deliberately, 
but it would seem probable that the teachers, swayed by the very human feeling 
that the poorer children needed the milk more than the comparatively well to do, 
must have unconsciouslg made too large a substitution of the ill-nourished among 
the " feeders " and too few among the "controls " and that this unconscious selection 
affected, secondarily, both measurements. 

Thirdly, i t  was clearly impossible to weigh such large numbers of children with-
out impedimenta. They were weighed in their indoor clothes, with certain obvious 
precautions, and the difference in weight between their February garb and their 
somewhat lighter clothing in June is thus necessarily subtracted from their actual 
increase in weight between the beginning and end of the experiment. Had the 
selection of "controls " and "feeders " been a random one, this fact, as pointed out 
in the Report*, would have mattered little, both classes would have been affected 
equally, but since the selection was probably affected by poverty it is reasonabLe to 
suppose that the "feeders" would lose less weight from this case than the "controls." 
I t  is therefore not surprising to find that the gain in weight of "feeders" over 
ucontrols," which includes this constant error, was more marked, relatively to their 
growth rate, than wrts their gain in height, which was fortunately not similarly 
affected. 

Fourthly, the "controls" from those schools which took raw milk were bulked 
with those from the schools which took pasteurised milk. 

Now with only 67 schools, at.best 33 against 34, in a district so heterogeneous 
both racially and socially, i t  is quite possible that there was a difference between 
the averages of the pupils a t  33 schools and those of the pupils at  another 34 schools 
both in the original measurements and in the rate of growth during the experiment. 

In  that case the average "control" could not be used appropriately to compare 
with either the " raw " group or the "pasteurised " group. 

This possibility is enhanced by the aforementioned selection of "controls " which 
can hardly have been carried out in a uniform manner in different schools. 

Fortunately i t  would still be. possible to correct this, for the figures for the 
different schools must still be available in the archives. 

See footnote on p. 398. 
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Diagrams 1 and 2 give the average heights of "controls," raw milk " feeders " 
and ~asteurised milk ' I  feeders " for boys and girls respectively. The heights at  the 
beginning of the experiments are set out against a uniform age scale centring 
each group at  the half year above the whole number. This is doubtless accurate 
enough except for the first group aged " 5 and less than 6," which was very much 
smaller in numbers than the other groups, either because only the older (or larger) 
children are sent to school between 5 and 6 or because the teachers did not think 
that the smaller children would be able to play their part. For this reason they 
should probably be centred more to the right compared to the others. A similar 
argument might lead us to centre the "11 and over" group a little more to the 
left. 

The average heights a t  the end of the experiment are of course set out four 
months to the right of those at  the beginning and it will be noticed that except for 
the first group, which is clearly out of place, not any of the points diverge very much 
from their appropriate line of growth whether "controls," "raws" or "pasteuriseds." 

The case is very different in Diagrams 3 and 4 which show the corresponding 
average weights. Here there is, after the first two ages, a very decided dip, especially 
in the later ages. The weights at  the end of the experiment are too low. This might 
be accounted for by a tendency in older children to grow normally in height and 
subnormally in weight during the spring, but I think it much more likely that older 
children wear about 1 lb. more clothes in February than they do in June, while in 
the case of younger children a more limited wardrobe of fewer discards. 

The authors have tried to show that the selection of the "controls" has not 
affected the validity of the comparison, by computing the correlation coefficients 
between the original heights (and weights) and the growth during the experiment 
for each of the 42 age groups into which the measurements were divided. These 
they find to be quite small even though they are here and there significant, and 
they argue that the additional height and weight of the "controls" was without 
effect on the comparison of subsequent growth. 

Now this might have been a perfectly good argument had the height and weight 
been selected directly, but if, as I have indicated was very likely the caue, the 
selection was made according 'to some unconscious scale of well being, then i t  is 
surely natural to suppose that the relatively ill nourished " feeders " would benefit 
more than their more fortunate school mates, the "controls," would have done by 
the extra 2 pint of milk per day. 

That being so how are we to regard the conclusions of the Report *: 
(1) "The influence of the addition of milk to the diet of school children is 

reflected in a definite increase in the rate of growth both in height and weight," 
This conclusion was probably true; the average increase for boys' and girls' 

heights was 8 per cent. and 10 per cent. over "controls " and for boys' and girls' 
weights was 30 per cent. and 45 per cent., respectively, and though, as pointed out, 

* See footnote on p. 398. 
Biometrika xxxu 27 
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the figures for weights were wholly unreliable it is likely enough that a substantial 
part of the difference in height and a small part of that in weight were really due 
to the good effect of the milk. The conclusion is, however, shifted from the sure 
ground of scientific inference to the less satisfactory foundation of mere authority 
and guesswork by the fact that the " controls" and " feeders" were not randomly 
selected. 

(2)  "There is no obvious or constant difference in this respect between boys 
and girls and there is little evidence of definite relation between the age of the 
children and the amount of improvement. The results do not support the belief 
that the younger derived more benefib than the older children. As manifested 
merely by growth in weight and height the increase found in younger children 
through the addition of milk to the usual diet is certainly not greater than, and is 
probably not even as great as, that found in older children." 

Now from the authors' point of view, believing in the validity of their comparisons  
in weight, this is much understating the case, as the following table derived from  
Capt. Bartlett's condensed tables shows:  

I I I - I/ AS 01, of oontrol 
Gain in weight in ozs. Gain in height in inohes 

by Feeders over Controls by Feeders over Controls 1 I 
Age in years Weight Height1 1  

I 
IBoys Girls Bogs Girls B o y s G i r l s  Boys girl^ 

5,6 and 7 11 8  
8 and 9 10 14  

10 and 11  

Note that the P.E.'S are calculated from Capt. Bartlett's tables and are subject, 
as his are, to his having interpreted the methods of the original Report correctly. 

From this they might have concluded: 
(a) That in the matter of weight older children, both boys and girls, derived 

more benefit than younger, while 
(b) In height the younger boys did better than the older, though the difference 

is not'quite significant, but that there was no regular tendency in the matter of 
girlsJ height. 

In  the light of previous criticism, however, we must be content to say that 
apparently the differential shedding of clothes between the " feeders " and the more 
fortunate "controls" is more marked with older children (and possibly with girls 
than with boys), and that there is some probability that younger boys gain in height 
more than older. 

Finally, conclusion (3) runs: " In so far as the conditions of this investigation 
are concerned the effects of raw and pasteurised Inilk on growth in weight and 
height are, so far as we can judge, equal." 

27-2 
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This conclusion has been challenged by Capt. Bartlett*, and by Dr Fisher and 
Capt. Bartlettt, who conclude that there is definite evidence of the superiority of 
raw over pasteurised milk in both height and weight. 

Even they however point out that the raw and pasteurised milk were not 
supplied to the same schools, and their conclusion amounts to saying: "If  the 
groups of children taking raw and pasteurised milk respectively were random 
samples from the same population, the observed differences would be decisively in 
favour of the raw milk." 

U~lfortunatelythey were not random samples from the same population: they 
were selected samples from populations which may have been different, and more-
over the "controls" with which they were compared were not appropriate to either 
group; and so-again i t  is a matter of guess and authority-I would be very chary 
of drawing any conclusion from these small biased differences. 

That is not to say that there is no difference between the effect of raw and 
pasteurised milk-personally I believe that there is and that i t  is in favour of raw 
milk-but that this experiment, in spite of all the good work which was put into 
it, just lacked the essential condition of randomness which would have enabled us 
to prove the fact. 

This note would be incomplete without some constructive proposals in case i t  
should be considered necessary to do further work upon the subject, and accordingly 
I suggest the following: 

(1) If it should be proposed to repeat the experiment on the same spectacular 
scale, 

(a)  The "controls " and " feeders " should be chosen by the teachers in pairs of 
the same age group and sex, and as similar in height, weight and especially physical 
condition (i.e. well or ill nourished) as possible, and divided into "controls" and 
" feeders " by tossing a coin for each pair. Then each pair should be considered to 
be a unit and the gain in weight and height by the "feeder" over his own "control" 
should also be considered as a unit for the purpose of determining the error of the 
gain in weight or height. 

In  this way the error will almost certainly be smaller, perhaps very much 
smaller, than if calculated from the means of " feeders " and " controls." 

If in addition the social status of each pair be noted (well to do, medium, poorly 
nourished or some such scale) further useful information will be available for 
comparing pasteurised and raw " feeders." 

If this is found to be too difficult a perfectly good comparison can be made by 
adhering to the original plan of the 1930 experiment and drawing lots to decide 
which should be "controls" and which "feeders" (this is better than an alphabetical 
arrangement), but the error of the comparison is likely to be larger than in the plan 
outlined above. 

"Nutritional Value of Raw and Pasteurised Milk," by Stephen Bsrtlett, M.C., B.So. (Journal of 
the Minis t y  of Agriculture, April, 1931). 

t Nature, April 18th, 1931, p. 591, "Pasteurised and Raw Milk." 



(b) If it is a t  all possible each school should supply an equal number of raw and 
pasteurised " feeders," again by selection of similar children followed by coin tossing, 
but I fear that this is a counsel of perfection. 

(c) Some effort should be made to estimale the weight of clothes worn by the 
children a t  the beginning and end of the experiment: possibly the time of year 
could be chosen so that there would be little change in this respect. 

(2) If  it be agreed that milk is an advantageous addition to children's diet-and 
I doubt whether any one will combat that view-and that the difference between 
raw and pssteurised milk is the matter to be investigated, i t  would be possible to 
obtain much greater certainty a t  an expenditure of perhaps 1-2 per cent. of the 
money* and less than 5 per cent. of the trouble. 

For among 20,000 children there will be numerous pairs of twins ; exactly how 
many i t  is not easy to say owing to the differential death rate, but, since there is 
about one pair of twins in 90 births, one might hope to get a t  least 160 pairs in 
20,000 children. But its a matter of fact the 20,000 children were not all the 
Lanarkshire schools population, and I feel pretty certain that some 200-300 pairs 
of twins would be available for the purpose of the experiment. 

Of 200 pairs sorr~e 50 would be "identicals" and of course of the same sex, while 
half the remainder would be non-identical twins of the same sex. 

Now identical twins are probably better experimental material than is available 
for feeding experiments carried out on any other mammals, and the error of the 
comparison between them may be relied upon to be so small that 50 pairs of these 
would give more reliable results than the 20,000 with which we have been dealing. 

The proposal is then to experiment on all pairs of twins of the same sex available, 
noting whether each pair is so similar that they are probably " identicals" or whether 
they are dissimilar. 

" Feed " one of each pair on raw and the other on pasteurised milk, deciding in 
each case which is to take raw milk by the toss of a coin. 

Take weekly measurements and weigh without clothes. 
Some way of distinguishing the children from each other is necessary or the 

mischievous ones will play tricks. The obvious method is to take finger-prints, but 
as this is identified with crime in some people's minds, it may be necessary to make 
a different indelible mark on a fingernail of each, which will grow off after the 
experiment is over. 

With such comparatively small numbers further information about the dietetic 
habits and social position of the children could be collected and would doubtless 
prove invaluable. 

The comparative variation in the effect in " identical " twins and in "unlike" 
twins should furnish useful information on the relative importance of "Nature and 
Nurture." 

* This is a serious oonsideration : the Lanerkshire experiment cost about $7500. 
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To sum up: The Lanarkshire experiment devised to find out the value of giving 
a regular supply of milk to children, though planned on the grand scale, organised 
in a thoroughly business-like manner and carried through with the devoted assistance 
of a large team of teachers, nurses and doctors, failed to produce a valid estimate of 
the advantage of giving milk to children and of the difference between raw and 
pasteurised milk. 

This was due to an attempt to improve on a random selection of the controls 
which in fact selected as controls children who were on the average taller and 
heavier than those who were given milk. 

The hypothesis is advanced that this was due not to a selection of the shorter, 
lighter children as such to take the milk, but to an unconscious bias leading the 
teachers to pick out for this purpose the needier children whom the milk would be 
most likely to benefit. 

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that while the advantage derived from 
the milk was only 8-10 per cent. of the gain in height, without much variation for 
age, it was 30-45 per cent. of the gain in weight, varying from 9-13 per cent. in 
the younger children (who do not seem to have shed much clothing in the summer) 
up to 73-78 per cent. in the older children-who obviously did. 

Suggestions are made for the arrangement: 
(1) Of a similar large scale experiment on random lines, and 
(2) Of a much smaller and cheaper experiment carried out on pairs of twins of 

like sex. 
The second is likely to provide a much more accurate determination of the point 

a t  issue, owing to the possibility of balancing both nature and nurture in the 
material of the experiment. 


